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Thank you, Chairman Clayton, and thank you to the exceptional Staff in the Divisions of Trading and
Markets and Investment Management for their work on these proposals. I’m especially appreciative to
Andrew Bernstein in the Division of Trading and Markets and Brian Johnson in the Division of Investment
Management for the time each of you spent with me and my staff throughout this process.

The Commission today joins several other agencies in rolling back protections designed to keep banks from
speculating with taxpayer money—more commonly known as the Volcker Rule. For the reasons
Commissioner Stein has so thoughtfully explained, weakening these protections gives banks more leeway to
do the kind of risky trading for which we should be ever more watchful. There are many questions raised by
today’s proposal, and I commend Commissioner Stein’s statement to my colleagues. I’d also like to highlight
three reasons why I cannot join the majority in voting to propose this rule.

First, to the degree that it was already difficult for regulators to distinguish market-making activity from
prohibited proprietary trading,[1] I worry that these changes will muddy the waters even further, giving bank
lawyers new ways to hide risky bets.[2] I am concerned that these changes are inconsistent with Congress’s
clear intent: to ban proprietary trading at these institutions.

Second, I cannot see why we are already proceeding with changes to regulations we adopted relatively
recently when we have not yet finished rulemakings that have been required by law for years.[3] In fact, full
compliance with the Volcker Rule was not required until July 2015, and now, less than three years later, we
are pulling it back—before finishing rules Congress required us to complete years ago.[4]

But there’s another clear, common-sense reason why I cannot join today’s majority. There is a simple way to
prevent people from doing something: don’t pay them to do it. If we want to make sure bankers don’t gamble
with taxpayer money, we should make sure they’re not getting paid to gamble with taxpayer money.[5]
Rolling back the Volcker Rule while failing to address pay practices that allow bankers to profit from
proprietary trading puts American investors, taxpayers, and markets at risk. That is a risk that I cannot
accept, so I respectfully dissent.

* * * *

The financial crisis devastated our economy, and among its many victims was Americans’ fundamental
confidence in our markets.[6] One of the many lessons from that crisis—a lesson that nine million American
families paid for with their homes—was that we must never again allow bankers to earn bonuses for
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gambling with taxpayer money. It was, at the time, a bipartisan lesson,[7] a basic economic truth that paying
bankers to put government-insured deposits at risk makes no sense.[8]

The crisis gave us plenty of evidence that pay packages contributed to the devastation of our economy.
Bonus practices offered bankers a heads-I-win, tails-you-lose proposition, paying handsomely during good
times and leaving taxpayers holding the bag when things went wrong. One study famously used SEC filings
to show how the top five executives at Bear Stearns and Lehman Brothers personally took $2.4 billion in
cash off the table before the firms collapsed in 2008.[9] By the time we understood the power of these
incentives to cause excessive risktaking at broker-dealers, it was too late.

Regulating risk is exceptionally difficult, requiring foresight that often eludes markets, managers, and even
the most thoughtful supervisors, both here at the Commission and across the regulatory system. That’s why
Congress gave regulators a wide range of tools to prevent another crisis. The Volcker Rule, as its namesake
noted in response to the revisions adopted today, asks regulators to separate the risktaking functions of a
firm from those backed by the government.[10] But Congress knew that we would also need to regulate
incentives to truly ensure that bankers never again get paid to gamble with taxpayer money.[11]

So at the same time Congress enacted the Volcker Rule it passed Section 956 of the Dodd-Frank Act, which
requires the same federal agencies who oversee Volcker to adopt rules that would prohibit pay practices that
reward excessive risktaking.[12] Those agencies, including us, were required by law to adopt those rules no
later than April 2011. Although our hardworking Staff proposed those rules long ago, seven years after the
deadline the rules have never taken effect.[13] The agencies now acting to amend the Volcker Rule should
first finish the job of making sure bankers don’t get paid to take excessive risk.

One reason why is that, whatever one thinks of Wall Street’s most talented traders, they can be expected to
follow the money.[14] There is evidence that, since the adoption of the Volcker Rule in 2013, much of the
riskiest trading on Wall Street has moved to private funds,[15] and one concern about our vote today is that
weakening Volcker will bring that trading back to firms with taxpayer backing.[16] If we want to make sure
this risktaking is not subsidized by taxpayers, we should prohibit those firms from paying traders on the
basis of their proprietary profits. All should agree that, a decade after the financial crisis, it is time to put a
stop to the pay practices that caused devastation across our economy.

* * * *

These are just a few of my concerns with today’s proposal. Another problem, and a growing source of
concern for me here at the Commission,[17] is the reed-thin economic analysis on which the proposal rests.
A moment like this, when banking regulators around the world are watching as we consider major rule
changes, demands our best work. The economic analysis supporting today’s proposal does not meet that
standard.

Sound economic analysis attempts to anticipate how markets might react to changes in the law.[18] Now, a
rule as complex as Volcker necessarily raises analytical challenges to doing so. But in the years since the
Volcker Rule became law, economists of all stripes have published pathbreaking work assessing the many
costs and benefits of the Rule, including its effects on changes in liquidity,[19] trading by insiders,[20]
risktaking,[21] and default probability.[22] These papers aren’t perfect, but at least they reflect a serious
attempt to analyze how the market will respond to our decisions.

Our economic analysis does not. Instead, the most common calculation in the economic analysis released
today is multiplication of an attorney’s hourly fee by the number of hours an attorney will work on Volcker
compliance.[23] While I take the costs of compliance seriously, and with apologies to Shakespeare, I do not
believe that lawyers sit at the center of our financial universe.[24] What is more important is how economic
actors in our markets will respond to the decrease in compliance oversight that will follow today’s vote.



Whatever we do between the proposed- and final-rule stage in this area, I hope our economic analysis will
spend more time on how markets will respond to our choices—and less time calculating the hourly costs of
lawyers.

I know we will receive many comments in response to today’s proposal, and I urge commenters to help us
get this right. We will need rigorous, data-driven analysis of the ways in which market participants will react
to these changes—and how those responses will affect investors. Although that work is hard, we now have
some years of experience with the Volcker Rule to inform our analysis, and we owe it to investors to use that
experience, and the data from it, to decide what to do next. I hope very much that commenters provide the
kind of analysis we can use to make more informed policy choices.

In the meantime, I urge my colleagues on the Commission and throughout the financial regulatory
community to move forward with meaningful limits on banker incentives to gamble with taxpayer money. I
appreciate the Staff’s exceptional work on the proposals before us today, and look forward to working with
my colleagues on these rules over the coming months.
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